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(10) Drones

(a) Each team may use and operate only one drone at a match.

(b) A drone used at a match must be registered with the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) and have a label displaying the FAA registration number.

(c) A person operating a drone at a match must be proficient in the operation of the

specific drone and wear a vest, pinnie, or other item that identifies them as the

operator of the drone.

(d) A drone may not be flown or operated within the boundaries of the field extended

vertically upwards, but may only be flown and operated over a marked-off area with

a radius that is no larger than ten (10) yards and is at no point nearer than ten (10)

yards from the boundary of the field.

(e) The drone must not emit sounds that are overly distracting to the coaches, players,

and referees.

6316   Tryouts 

1. Rationale

a. This policy is established to provide a consistent, fair, and equitable system for forming

Competition Teams, allowing players to properly evaluate and explore their options, and

committing players to Teams.

b. This policy shall apply to any Team participating the next Seasonal Year in any Competition

League administered by UYSA, including the SCL, IRL, and X-league, but not district

leagues.

2. Timing

a. A Team or Organizational Member may, at any time, advertise tryout dates and information

for the next Seasonal Year.

b. Prior to the second weekend in May, a representative of a Team or Organizational Member

may not initiate contact with a player in another Organizational Member with the intent to

promote tryouts for the next Seasonal Year.

c. On or after the Monday before Memorial Day, tryouts may be held by or for a Team that will

compete the next Seasonal Year in the U-9 and U-10 age groups of X-league

d. After Memorial Day, tryouts may be held by or for a Team that will compete the next

Seasonal Year in the U11 and U12 age groups of the X-league, the SCL or the IRL.

e. Any Team containing players selected through tryouts held before the applicable deadline,

will not be permitted to register for the next season in a Competition League administered by

UYSA.

3. Advertisement

a. As used in this section, advertisements include, but are not limited to, promotions through

television, radio, newspapers, flyers, direct mailings, email, or online postings.

b. Any advertisement must disclose the following information:

(1) Name of the Organizational Member or independent team conducting the tryouts; and

(2) The Organizational Member’s affiliation with UYSA.

c. Advertisements must not be misleading as to participation costs, coach qualifications, or level

of play.

4. Process

a. At tryouts, a player or his/her guardian may be required to sign appropriate liability releases

and pay a reasonable tryout fee, but shall not be required to sign documentation requiring a

commitment to join a Team or pay Team and/or Organizational Member fees.

b. Unless the player is eighteen (18) or older, an offer to a player to participate on a Team must

be made to the player’s guardian in writing, which includes email, text, or website posting.

c. An offer must include the following:

(1) The date of the offer;
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(2) The name, age group, and level of the Team for whom the offer is made (notice of the

level of Team made is not necessary for X-league teams);

(3) The time period in which the player has to respond to the offer, which may not be less

than 24 hours.

d. An offer is considered accepted, and a player is considered registered to a Team, at the

occurrence of the earliest of the following on or after the registration opening date specified

in policy 7325:

(1) When the player completes the registration process in SOMS by or with the written

authorization of the player’s parents or guardian in accordance with the policies and

procedures set forth in Section 7 of UYSA’s policies and procedures; or

(2) Upon delivery to a Team official of an executed Player Registration Form along with all

waivers and acknowledgments and State Registration Fees, unless covered by a fee

waiver.

e. Once an offer is accepted, the player is deemed committed to the Team for the Seasonal Year,

subject to the release rules set forth in the registration policies, Section 7.

f. In the recruitment process, a Team, Organizational Member, or representative thereof may

not make any representation that they know or should know is contrary to UYSA policy or

actual fact.

5. Fee Waivers

a. If a Team offers a fee waiver to a player to play on the Team, the Team must provide the

player with the written terms of such fee waiver prior to registering such player.

b. The written terms must include the monetary amount of the fee waiver and any amounts that

must be repaid if the player is subsequently released from the Team at the request of the

player.

c. The written terms must be acknowledged by the signature of at least one of the player’s

parents.

d. Any financial inducement to play on a Team must be based on financial need and can only

cover UYSA registration fees; Organizational Member or Team fees for administrative costs,

uniforms, tournament entries, and training; and referee fees.

e. Any fee waiver or other offer that would violate NCAA rules and affect a player’s college

eligibility is impermissible and void.

5. Mid-season Team Creation or Enhancement

a. Nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit the creation of a Team or addition of players to

an existing Team during the Seasonal Year.

b. In such cases, a Team may only register players that are not currently rostered to another

Team in the same league or players that are rostered to only one (1) other Team and such

Team grants permission for the player to multi-roster.

6317 Results and Standings 

1. Reporting Scores

a. The winning coach is responsible for entering the final match score into SOMS.

b. In the case of a tie, the home team’s coach is responsible for entering the final match score.

c. The entered scores will be verified by the State Office with the referee’s report.

2. Points

a. A Team will earn three (3) points for a win;

b. A Team will earn one (1) point for a tie;

c. A Team will earn no points for a loss;

d. A forfeited match will be recorded as a 1-0 win for the non-forfeiting team;

e. A double forfeit will earn no points for both teams;

f. A Team shall lose three (3) points in the standings for each “major” forfeit of a match. A

“major” forfeit is any forfeit for failing to provide enough players to field a Team at a match

and any other forfeit reviewed by and declared to be “major” by the League Commissioner. A

Team shall also be dropped one spot in the standings at the end of the season if the Team
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